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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, July 30, 1968

Pre-School
Clinic Set
On Thursday

Former Murrayan
Dies At Jackson

Division To
Leave For
Training

Buses Planned For
State Fair Trips
Purchase Area 4-H Clubs are
organizing trips to the State
Fair in Louisville. Buses have
been reserved to make trips
August 15. 16, and 17.
The buses will run provided
at least 30 persons go each day.
Round trip will cost $10.00. Reservations must be made with
the Extension Office in Mayfield not later than August 5.
Anyone wishing to make this
trip should contact the Extension Office at once.
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Rites Held Today
For Alvin Downs

Bids To Be
Taken On
Pump,Tank

Two Persons Are
Fined In Mayfield

Bobby Hester
- Is Inducted

Revival At Coles
Camp Ground

80th Birthday Observed By
Mexican Police Use
Hazel Resident July 23
Bazooka On Student
Insurrection Today

Windsor Rites
Held Today
At Salem

Little League All
Stars Play At Paris

Alfred Wright At
Summer Camp

Steve Hamrick To
Attend Convention
For Republicans

Former Douglas
Grid Great Visits

_

Wrather Family Is
Vacationing Here

WEATHER REPORT

Locust Grove Plans
Revival Services
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Quotes From The News
IV UNITED Plithatt INTILKNATIONAL
NAME PROPOSED—Congressmen Frank Albelt Stubblefield of Murray and Robert A.
Everett of Tennessee haye been asked to
Support legislation naming this canal conmeeting Barkley Lake and Kentucky Lake

WASHINGTON — Dr James E. McDonald, one of a
group of promThent scientists who have called upon tha
iroverrunent to investigate unidentified flying objects,
Commenting on the possibllity of surveillance from outer
:. •Space:
"'Mills a possibility I take vary seriously."

•
the Luther Draffen (anal—after the Calvert
City businessman oho played a big role in
establishment of Kentucky Dam and the Calvert City chemical complex.

009647 is the license number on this car being loaded
land. The looting followed that nigtit of gunfire killing

during looting

activities in Clevethree police

10 persons, including

Ltther-Draffen Cail

N.*

MIAMI tiEACH — Former President Eisenhower, in
statement to the Republican Platform Committe*
Urging a b1-partisan approach,to the Vietnam War:
-We must unceasingly make it clear to Hanoi that we
do not seek now nor will we accept a camouflaged surrender which would inevitably result in the United
States writing off Southeast Asia."
HOUSTON — Allen Brunk, on his wife's decision to
undergo a heart transplant:
"It is a decision everyone has to make for themselves — like a parachute jump."
MOSCOW — A front-page editorial in Pravda on the
political situation in Czechoslovakia.:
"We cannot remain indifferent to the revisionists
nor can we tolerate any attempts to search for new
variations of Marxism to justify any renunciation of its
principles."

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And he said, Who art thou, Lord? And the Lord
said, I am Jesus whom thou persecutest; it is hard for
thee to kick against the pricks. —Acts 9:5.
We also kick against the road of service because we
do not want to face what we know we should be doing.

Ten Years Ago Today

Name Proposed For Waterway
Connecting Two Large Lakes

ALMANAC

MURRAY, Ky. — Two congressmen have tell something &bow the efforts of the LIVA.
teen asked to support a proposal that the canal Mr. Draffen was one of the persons who worked
joining Barkley and Kentucky Lakes be named constantly for the dam even when the proposed
the "Luther Draffen Canal."
°site was changed two or three times."
The canal is described as the only freeLuther Draffen, a businessman of Calvert
City, was for many years head of the Lower flowing waterway pt the country connecting
Tennessee Valley Association. This associa- major lakes on two of America's principal
t•on, composed of businessmen and community rivers (Tennessee and Cumberland). It is
leaders principally in West Kentucky and West located near Kentucky and Barkley Dams,
Tennessee, was active in securing legislation only a few miles from Calvert City.
fix the construction of Kentucky Dam by the
The entire area has been characterized "as
the only _place_ in_the world where four major
Tennessee Valley Authority.
In a letter to Congressman Frank, A. Stub. navigable rivers have their confluence in such
tiefield (Ky.) and Congressman Robert A. a relatively small sector." The 1.7 mile canal
Everett (Tenn.), Dr. L. J. Hortin, director of is a key to the four-river complex. The bridge
journalism at Murray State University, sug- over it forms the northern gateway to the 170,tested that the canal be named in honor of Mr. 000-acre Land Between the Lakes.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers that built
Drafter'. Dr. Hortin served as executive secBarkley Dam has pointed out that p-affic leavretary of the LTVA for 13 years.
"Mr. Draffen has worked countless hours ing Cheatham Dam on the Cumberland can
and spent many years on this project," Hortin navigate the canal to the Tennessee and travel
wrote. "As you may know, he was president 300 miles of impounded lakes on the two rivers
of the assnriation for many years and presided without a lockage
at the dedication of Kentucky Dam.
"Since the LTV', served as a link between
"It seems to me that this canal could be the government and the local area, it seems
Mimed the Luther Draffen Canal and could have appropriate that tis linking canal be named
an appropriate plaque with a marker erected for a roan who ha done so much for the decrynAwhPre along the 'canal. This plaque could velopment of the valley," Dr. Hortin said.

A BLOW TO U.S.? Election
of Dr. Kristian Eldjarn
'above) as president of Iceland may be a blow to the
U.S. defense setup. •Eldjarn,
52. opposes U.S. bases in
the Atlantic island nation.

U. S. lamb, age 44, died July 28 at his home in Detroit, Mich. Funeral services were held today at the Hazel
Church of Christ
Mrs. Jack W Frost of Murray will direct one of the
glinics at the annual school of missions and Christian
Service of the Methodist Memphis Conference Woman's
Society of Christian Service to be held at the Lambuth
College
The Murray Hospital Association is again offering
the course in Hospital Nurse Aide wor2n August 25,
according to Bernard Harvey, administratbr'of the hospital
Wilson W. Wyatt, candidate for governor, was in
Murray yesterday in the interest of his campaign.

20 Years Ago Today
ISRULS 1111

SEARCH BUT NOT DESTROY Members of the U.S. hoist Air
'Cavalry search two captured North Vietnamese soldiers near
Hue, the aid imperial capital oL_South Vietnam
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George Culvi
Cincinnati Red
also dabbles in
writing, started
of his career it
ended it in tei
The frustrati
of an ailing toe
and the tears v.
the third no-hit
league season.
The 6-foot, 2
native of Salina
in the classic
when he beat t
Phillies 6-1. Tor
the Baltimore
the first no-hit
son against the
on April 27 and
the Oakland A
the American Le
feet game in 41
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Murray Marble
Works

4/8.

Culver, who
shame while r

SHOLAR'S
Auto Repair
Offer these services to their many
friends and customers for safer
driving:

MOTOR TUNE-UP

KING
IIEDW,
Antarles'e Lees

on all makes . . .
we use SUN Equipment

MARK IV AIR CONDITIONER

'The Best
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DON'T WILT AND SIMMER ...
keep cool and calm

Across fro
Max McCu,

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SERVICE
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on all makes
Continuous

WORLD WEEK

Capital Move
SAO PAULO, Brazil LTPI —
The state of Sao Paulo will
follow the example of the federal government and move its
capital.
The capital will be transferred from this Congested city of
5,750.000 to an area about 100
mileF northwest. The federal
capital was moved from Rio
de Janeirdato Brasilia in 1960
in an attempt to open up the..
Ihterior.

by United Press International
Today is Tuesday. July 30.
the 212th day of 1968 with 154
to follow.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening stars are Venus
and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1916, German saboteurs
blew up a munitions dump at
Black Tom Island. just outside
Jersey City, causing an estimat- 1.411AILE EVICIRT OMANI
ed 522-million damage.
In 1937, the American Federation of Radio Artists was organized as a unit of the American Federation of Labor.
In 1942, President Roosevelt
signed a bill creating the
WAVES in the Navy.
Since 1884
In 1967, news from behind
the "Bamboo Curtain" told of
mass purges of the Red China
army.
BUILDERS OF FINE
A thought for the day: OlivMEMORIALS
er Wendell Holmes said, "Sin
PerNir White • Atemiper
the
is
lie
a
but
tools,
many
has
753 2512
111 Maple St
handle which ffts them all."

The Tennessee Valley Test
Demonstration Association at its
annual meeting in Muscle Shoals,
Ala.. has accepted the invitation
of C 0.,Bondurant and the Kentucky directors of the association to hold the 1969 meeting at
Gilbertsville
The dates for the meeting will
be July 23-24.
Several representatives from
Western Kentucky test farms attended the annual meeting last
,and
week.
A-WEAPONS limitation
reduction talks will begin
Bondurant, area specialist in
"in the nearest future" befarm management. Murray, and
tween the U.S. and Soviet,
J. T. Williams, area specialist
President Johnson announces
in agronomy, Madisonville, represented the University of Kenin Washington on the heels
tucky Cooperative Extension
of the signing of the non:Service at the meeting:
proliferation treaty.
Delegates toured the TVA National Fertilizer Development
Center and Forage Research
Too Much
Center
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) —
The women went on a hisation can be bad
Over-lubric
torical tour which included a
locks, says the
door
car
for
visit to the home of Helen Keller California State Automobile
in Tuseumbia.
Association
The Valley Association memSome manufacturers treat
demtest
of
up
bership is made
the lock cylinders with a speonstration farm families from cial wax coating to prevent raI
•, ! the Tennessee Valley counties in pid deterioration due to moisAlabama, Georgia. Kentucky, ture.Excess oil may wash away
Mississippi. North Carolina, Ten- the wax coating, thereby reducing its effectiveness.
nessee and Virginia.

LEDGER a TIMES FILE

A three bed maternity ward at the Murray Hospital
has recently been redecorated and refurnished by Ahimni of Murray High School as a memorial to Ed Filbeck,
principal of the school for sixteen years.
The "Ivory Time" stars of the local radio station
entertained the Ritary Club at their meeting at the
Murray Woman's Club House They are Gene Preston,
Catherine Wasson, and Bob Agee
Mr and Mrs Charlie Watson celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary with a basket dinner at their home
on July 25.
Harold &broader of Washington, DC. has been
visiting his mother, Mrs. B F Schroatier.
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Wheel Balancing

MOTOR WORK
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We Have It

. . . all kinds, all makes.
Starter
Generator
Brake Service

WILL DO ANY REPAIR
• ELMER SHOLAR
• JOHN RAKER
• IVAN RUDOLPH
• GERRALD BOYD
• LEROY BENNrrT
!LESTER WORKMAN
• DEWEY R.()RR
• DOUG STALLS
• FRANCES JONES
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F.Howard, Washington, 29; W Horton
Herrelson, Boston, 23.
Detroit. 26;
1I;
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R.Jeckson,
Baltimore, 17.
Rues Batted la
9 Howard.
74;
Boston,
Harrelson,
Washington.M:18animo01,64,
Northrup, Detroit. 60; W.Horton, Detroit,
37.
9 Decisions'
Tient,
McLain, Detroit, 20-3, .570;
Cleveland, 174, .739; Wright, Calitorn.a.
7-3, .700; John, Chicago, 7.3, ,700.
Santiago, Boston, 9-4, r2.
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GAS R
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Size

ollantior-Top Hitter

PITTSBURGH, Pa.—Matty Alou speaks softly but talks with a big stick. The Pirate
callitPfielder leads the National League hitters with a 335 average and is
one of the smallest. ‘plio,ers on the team, 5 It., 9 in. But he s‘sings a big bat—ii ounces.
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A+ienF
McCoveY, San f-rIMCItte, --VI"Philadelphia, 21; H.Aaron, Atlanta, 20;
Stargeil
H
p,ettr5115
,0,30
S,
anl•Francisco,
19;
Rues Batted hi
Hart.
McCovev,
San Francisco,
43;
San Francisco, 54: Perez, Cincinnati, 37,
H.AarCin.
Philedelsinia,
07;
R
36.
Atlanta, 56; Shanp
nr
oo
.0
5s
t.Louls,.

Asst. Colors

9 Decisions
Marichal,
San Francisco,
.076;
19-4,
Regan. ChiCa90. 52, .900; 'Washburn,
St.Louis. 9-3, .750; Koosman, New York.
14.5, .737; Gibson, St.Louis. 14-5, .737.

fly in the ninth inning, backed
Culver with three-run rallies in
;•41 12:14%,
.i
•
-•
•
,
•• 4•0121.42.4.
1 3
,
;;QC."27•2142,•
the third and fourth innings.
Alex Johnson, Don Pavletich
n4L
St
andi
and Pat Corrales drove in two
runs each to lead the Reds'
12-hit attack.
The St. Louis Cardinals deBy United Press International
By FRED DOWN
feated the New York Mets 5-9,
Writor
UPI Sports
the Houston Astros beat the
National League
George Culver, a 25-year old
Los Angeles Dodgers 2-0, the
W. L. Pct. 06
Cincinnati Reds' pitcher who
Pittsburgh
Pirates
shaded the
68 36 .650 —
Louis
6 also dabbles in golf and sports
Atlanta Braves 3-2 and the Sais Atlanta
/
2
54 49 .529 131
writing, started the biggest day
Francisco Giants topped the San Fran. 52 50 .510 14
of his career in frustration and
Chicago Cubs 4-1 in other Nat- Chicago
52 52 .500 16
ended it in tears.
ional League games.
/
2
Philadelphia 48 53 .485 161
- The frustration was becaua
Yrnitoos Boat Detroit
1
4
Pittsburgh 48 -53-- 4 18/
of an ailing toe in his right foot
In the American League, the New York
/
2
59 56 .471 191
and the tears were for pitching
New York Yankees downed the Houston
/
2
45 58 .437 221
the third no-hitter of the major
Detroit Tigers 7-2, the Boston Los Angeles 45 58 .437 221
/
2
league season.
Red Sox swept the Baltimore
Monday's Results
The 6-foot, 2-inch, 185-pound
Orioles 3-2 and 8-3, the Wash- San Francisco 4 Chicago 1
native of Salinas, Calif., turned
ington Senators topped the St. Louis'S New York 1, night
in the classic Monday night
Cleveland Indians 4-2, the Cali- Houston 2 Los Angeles 0, night
when he heat the Philadelphia
fornia Angels nipped the Min- Pittsburgh 3 Atlanta 2, night
Phillies 6-1. Tommy Phoebus of
nesota Twins 2-1 and the Chi- Cincinnati 7 Phila 6, 1st, twilite
the Baltimore Orioles pitched
cago White Sox topped the Oak- Cincinnati 6 Philadelphia 1, 2nd
the first no-hitter of the sealand Athletics 7-2 in 13 innings.
Today's Probable Pitchers
son against the Boston Red Sox
Lou Brock, who spoiled NoGEORGE CULVER
All Times EDT
on April 27 and Jim Hunter of
Ryan's
lan
no-hit
bid
in
the
Hurts No-Hitter
Los Angeles Singer 7-10 at
the Oakland Athletics pitched
sixth inning with the first of Houston Wilson 8-11, 8:30 p.m.
the American League's first perhis two doubles, drove in two
Atlanta Niekro 10-7 and John
fect game in 46 years against viewed him following the clas- runs and scored another as Ray
the Minnesota Twins on May sic, conceded that it had been Washburn pitched a seven-hit- son 5-5 at Pittsburgh Blass 8-3
"quite a day." He said he had
and Bunning 4-11 2, 6:05 p.m
8
ter for his 10th win for the
4'
St. Louis Gibson 14-5 at PhilaCulver, who wept without been sick all day and received Cardinals.
delphia Wise 6-7, 7:35 p.m.
shame while reporters inter- a shot of novacaine before the
Nolan
Ryan,
the
Mets'
earlygame to ease the pain in his
San Francisco Sadecki 9-12
season strikeout sensation, suf- at Chicago Hands 10-6, 2:30 p.m
-toe.
fered his ninth loss against six
Groat Experience
Wednesday's Games
"I was in another world," said victories.
Houston at Chicago
Mike Cuellar pitched a four- Pitts. at Cincinnati, 2, twi-night
Culver, who was acquired from
the Cleveland Indians last Nov. hitter and knocked in the only Atlanta at New York, night
21. "I'm cryingbecause I know run he needed in the second St. Louis at Philadelphia, night
that winning is good but having inning in scoring his second San Fran. at Los. Angeles, night
shutout and sixth win for the
a no-hitter is really great."
Culver, whose slider "bores Astros. Cuellar, who was bothAmerican League
in" on hitters like a left hand- ered by an arm ailment early in
W. L. Pct, GB
the
season,
struck
out
'
four
and
er's curve ball, walked five batDetroit
63 39 .618
walked
one.
ters and struck out four. The
Baltimore
55 45 .550 7
Roberto Clemente singled Cleveland
Phillies scored their run in the
57 47 .548 7
• /
second inning when Richie Al- home Maury Wills with the de- Boston
/
2
53 46 .535 81
al
len reached second base on er- cisive run in the sixth inning Oakland
/
2
50 51 .495 121
rs.
rors by Tony Perez and Woody to help the Pirates' Bob Veale New York 47 51 .480 14
10
notch
his
1
/411116..
ninth
win.
Bill
Maz11144
6
/
2
Minnesota
48 53 .475 141
... Woodward on the same play,
eroski homered for the Pirat- California
/
2
48 53 475 141
woo went to third on an infield out
and scored on Cookie Rojas' es while Hank Aaron had three Chicago
44 54 .449 17
hits and Joe Torre two for the Washington 37 62 .361 25
Sacrifice fly.
The Reds, who won the first Braves. Ron Reed was tagged
Monday's Results
game of the twi-night double- with his sixth loss.
Boston 3 Balt. 2, 1st, day, 10 in.
Perry's
Gaylord
two-hitter
sastbasoam
header 7-6 on Pete Rose's triBoston 8 Balt. 3, 2nd, night
ple and Vada Pinion's sacrifice earned the San Francisco pit- Washington 4 Cleve. 2, night
cher his ninth victory. Singles New York 7 Detroit 2, night
by Ty Cline, Willie McCovey, California 2 Minn. 1, night
"The Best In Service . . . Best of Gasoline" from
Willie Mays and Jay Alou Chi. 7 Oak. 2, 13 inns., night
sparked the team to a rally in
Today's Probable Pitchers
the sixth inning that dealt rooAll Times EDT
his
Ross
first
Gary
loss.
kie
Washington B. Howard 1-5 at
Across from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
Cleveland McDowell 10-9, 7:30
• Max MoCuiston • We Give Treasure Chest Stamps ,
p.m.
New York Stollemyre 13-7 at
•
Detroit Wilson 8-8, 8 p.m.
Chicago Horlen 8-8 at Oakland Dobson 7-11 or Kraasse
7-8, 4:30 p.m.
Baltimore Tardin 12-6 at BosArtcarved
, Bulova
ton Ellsworth 9-5, 1:30 p.m.
Diamond Rings
Watches
Only games scheduled.
TUESDAY, JULY 30
Wednesday's Games
7:30-10 p.m. — Baseball . . .
California at Oakland, twi-night
Atlanta vs. Pittsburgh, Cr. 4.
Chicago at Minnesota, night.
Washington at Detroit, night
THURSDAY, AUGUST I
10:30-11 p.m. — Munson Out- Baltimore at Cleveland, night
Phone 753-1272
New York at Boston, night
doors.. . Cr. 8.
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
.. *
We Rave It—We Will Get It—Or It Can't Be Had
FRIDAY, AUGUST 2
8:30-11 p.m. — College All- Flowery South
AUBURN, Ala. UPI) —Call
Star Football Came . . . Cr. 8. It
the "bloomin' South" and
YOU won't be far from wrong
SATURDAY, AUGUST 3
because of the Upsurge of flow12:00-1 p.m. — Car and Track er production in southern
. Cr. 4
greenhouses.
Ronald Shumack, Auburn
- 1-4 p.m — Baseball . . Tig- University horticulturist, said
Ch.
4.
.
.
.
ers vs. Twins
greenhouses in the South increased by 37 per cent in the
4-5 p.m. — Western Open period 1959 - 1964, compared
with 8 per cent in the North
Golf . . Cr. 4.
He credited better transporta4-5:30 p.m. — Wide World of tion, growing conditions and
available land as main refist,-Sports . . Cr. 8.
for the shift in production
1
SUNDAY, AUGUST 4 .
2-4 p in. Sneer San Diego vs.
The President who married
for the first at the most adKansas City.
vanced age was Grover CleveRI
t.
The "Little Brown Church in land, who was 49 at the time
• • •
he Vale" is located near
You.
Texas produces more than
ashua. 'Iowa, and more than
OTESCO
thousand couples travel there- 370 million .wqrth of ho‘ 4
ms.
year.
nnually to be wed.
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Littleton Home Is
Scene Of Party
For Bride-elect
Mrs .o
LOU
Mrs Maurice Crass. Jr. and
Mrs Alfred Lindsey were hostesses for a party honoring Miss
Anne Titaworth, /bride-elect of
John Bennett.
The party was laid on Wedoesday, July 34, et ten-thirty
o'clock in the morning at the
home of Mrs. ...Littleton on
Sharpe Street. .

t

Arrangements of summer
flowers were used at vantage
points throughout the house.
The dining table was overwith a beautiful boorgreen and white flower*011ie and was centered with
11 woven basket filled with
:While daisies.
*tom one end of the table
11;kdies, bedded in a wooden
1110114 of ice, were served. On
the other did of the table cabs from a pewter service was
peered. Delicious party sandwiches and cookies were passed
aR during the party.
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6
Mrs. Wallace Ford
Presents Program
At FUSCS Meeting
The Woman's Society of
Christian Service of the Martins Chapel Methodist Church
held its regular meeting at the
church on Tuesday. July 93, at
seven o'chwk in the evening.
Mn. Wallace Ford presented
a very interesting and inspiring
review of the book, "Creative
Living For Today" by it D.
Maxwell Waltz She closed her
program by a reading from
.The Upper Room".
The president, Mrs. Wildie Ellis, presided and the minutes
were read by the secretary,
Mrs. Harmon Vihitnell.
Mrs. Elks led the elosiajg
prayer.
Others preload were Mrs.
Dees Bynum, Mrs. Glen Hill,
Mrs. Human Coles, Mrs. Ona
Vautnell, Miss Frances Whitnell, Mrs. Mary Ridings, Mrs,
Isaac Adams, and Mrs. Gerald
Garrett.
The August 20th meeting will
be held at the City Park at 6:30
p.m. A picnic supper will be

Those attending were Mrsgawk Erwin, Mrs. A. H. 'Copier:ad, Mrs. John T. Irvan, Mrs
J. LHopson, Mrs. Marvin Wreaker, Mrs. Charles Sexton, Mrs
jt C. Ellis, Mrs. Louis C. kV40.. Mrs. H. J. Bryan, Mrs. J. D
liliebern, Mrs. A. W. Etnt•ell,
Ilea Gus Robertson
K. Pink
Jr"
, Mrs.
Ciark
.
.tilri
Lar
Helen Bennett, Mrs.
/Inward Titaworth, Miss PIM
'
-:Salirk, Miss Vicki Spiceland. the served
, and the hostesses,

'Dean.-4411,.

Brotherly
Pays Dividends
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I am 11 years old and my brother is eight
Our mother and father are split up. and Dad is married to
another lady now Mom is going to marry another man in
Septembe- Her new husband has a boy who is nine years old
After Mom marries this man his kid is going to live with us
and be our "brother- because his own Mom Ls dead He don't
know how to hold a fork, he walks like a girl and talks like
a baby and we don't like him at all What should we do'
TWO BOYS
DEAR BOYS You and your brother should be extra Mee
to this motherless ale-year-old boy. Maybe he as a
slow-learner but be has feelings He patient with him. aad by
to teach him People who are the "hardest" to love, usually
seed love the most.

PERSONALS

7 4IS
8 3
9':
10,,,

Miss Laura Whayne, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Harry U.
Whayne of Vienna, ,Va., returned home Wednesday after a
visit with her maternal grandmother, Mrs. A. D. Butterworth
and friends in Murray. She al:
so visited her paternal grandparents. Mr and Mrs. Harry
Whayne of Clinton, and her uncle, Joe Butterworth and family of Camden, Tenn.
i.e

Miss Gladys Swann has re-turned home after a visit with
Mrs. Hinton Kirk of Hampshire,
Tenn.. and Mrs. Lucille Kerr
and Miss Mildred Kerr of Goodlettsville, Tenn., former teacher
friends.

Mr. and Mrs. Don Simmons
and sons, Kurt and Karl, of
Springfield, Mo., were the recent guests of her mother, Mrs.
Lectra Andrus, Miller Avenue
Mrs. Maude Wilson of Farming.
ton Route One has also been a
guest of tier sister, Mrs Andrea.
•••
Marvin Parks of Murray
-Route Four has recently been
a patient at the Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
•••
Miss Linda Harris attended
the wedding of Miss Donna
'Rbse Gammon and Bert Edwin
Holt at the Twelfth Street Baptist Church, Paducah
•••
Mrs. Stanley Outland, Miss
Kathy Outland, and Mrs Bill
4DEAR W.W.: Under the circumstasees. e lug as you Britton were among the out of
if
can't take year baby with a free and untroubled mind. you'd be town guests at the wedding
Miss Donna Reid and Wayne
better all to leave it at home with your mother
Kirkham at the Aldersgate United Methodist Church, PaduDEAR ABBY: Every now arid then some troubled Mom cah, on July 14.
•• •
writes to complain that Pop has been shooing signt of creeping
Miss Nancy Bryan of Murray
.senility Ile smiles at lovely young things, and imagines
attended the wedding of Miss
himself to be a swinger I
"What," asks the anguished wife. "can I do to bring the Edwina Vick to Gerry Faulkner
at the Trinity Methodist Church,
old fool to his senses"
Paducah, on July 6
The columnist, (usually a female with more mileage than she
•••
cares to admit J takes Mom's part and proceeds to explain that
Artie Thomas Haneline of
- when a man gets past micklle-age he is apt to develop strange Farmington Route Two has
symptoms often stemming from the knowledge that youth is been dismissed from the Westno longer with him"
ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
•• •
- This inaccuracy has been repeated so often that many
Miller of MurTommy
Mrs
it.
believe
'•.petple actually
has been a patIf we lay aside the psychological gibberish and check the ray Route One
ient at the Western Baptist
. facts. we will see that the old mvi is acting as he always has,
Hospital, Paducah.
tho in some cases, his wife is not
• ••
I am past 60, and am as ready to look at a pretty face as is
Recently dismissed from the
ms 20-year-old grandson. I don't perform in any role with the Western Baptist Hospital. Pazest and vigor I once possessed. but my instincts are the same ducah, was Mrs Franklin BurIf Mom has lost pace in an effort to maintain a youthful keen of Murray Route Five
state of mind she might try accepting this fact, instead of.
trying to transfer her problem to Pop Up to now. someone has . more than 500 ono.
inbeen prescribing the right treatment for the wrong patient
juries occur each yearel the
United States. The Guild of
A LATIN FROM MANHATTAN BEACH
Prescription Opticians of
Everybody has a problem What's years' For a persoeal America urges all people who
reply write is Abby. Box WIN LAS Angeles. 'Cal.. Nen and wear either corrective eyewear
or sunglasses to be sure that
enclose a stamped. sea-addressed eaveisPetheir eyewear has either plas"NOW ICI HAVE A LOVELY tic or heat-treated, impactFOR .SOIS
D st11 TO ABBY, BOX MM, LOS resistant protective glass
WEDDING.••
lenses
ANGELES. CAL, SIM
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are planning to go to his
hometown next month to attend his sister's wedding We Would
stay with his parents, which is the problem
His mother is a thrice-committed paranoid schizophrenic,
and sudden violent outbursts are symptomatic of her condition
My husband and I can look afte- ourselves, but should we
take our six-months' old baby'
I have seen my mother-in-law turn on innocent people with
everything from golf clubs to knives Sbe has been normal for
over a year with constant medication] but that doesn't mean
she might not have another outburst
We could leave our baby at home with my mother, but I
hate to deprive my mother-in-law of her grandmotherly
pleasures But if she asked to bathe the baby for example. I
would climb the walls
Maybe I am a natural worry 'A art hut I can't help it I've
lost sleep worrying about this problem ever since the v.edding
date was set two weeks ago
Please tell me what to do My husband agrees to go along
woRRy 1.A.ART
with your advice.

The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of th
World met for its regular monthly meeting on Tuesday, July
23, in the home of Mrs. Carolyn Sexton on Miller Avenue
Mrs. Linda Waugh, president,
called the meeting to order.
The minutes were read by the
secretary. Mrs. Loretta Jobs.
Various items of business
were discussed by the group.
Several money-making projects
were mentioned to the group
for discussion. The sorority will
give a bus driver's safety award to a safety driver in the
county.
The meeting was closed with
the traditional closing ceremony.
Mrs. Sexton served iced tea
and chocolate cake to Linda
Waugh, Loretta -Jobs, Carolyn
Parks, and Sylvia Carrico.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, August 27, at
seven p.m. in the home of Sylvia Carrico with Glenda Smith
as cohostess.

•••
Hutson
Mrs.
Mr.,
hosts For Party
For Bridal Couple

Mr and Mrs. Dan Hutson entertained with a party on their
houseboat honoring Miss Anne
Titsworth and John Bennett
whose marriage will be an event
of August 3.
The party was held on Saturday. July 20, from three o'clock in the afternoon to seven
o'clock in the evening.
Following an afternoon o 1
swimming and skiing, a delicious dinner was served by Mr.
and Mrs. Hutson.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Mick, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Perdew, Miss Pam Clark,
Eddie West, Miss Ruth Titsworth, MUM Vicki Spiceland,
Miss Mary Jo Oakley, Gary
Crass, Danny Hutson, the honored couple, and the hosts.
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MISS MARY ANN LIPPINCOTT

IS

Rev. and Mrs. James W. Lippincott of Fredericksburg, %Iris announce the engagement of their daughter, Mary Ann, to
Durham Holt Smith, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Durham H. Smith of
Charlotte, North Carolina. The bride-elect's mother is the former
Miss Dorothy Currier, a graduate of Murray High School a n d
Murray State College.
Miss Lippincott graduated from William Fleming High
School. Roanoke, Virginia. She attended Westhampton College,
College of William and Mary, Mary Washington College, and re
ceived an A. B. degree in sociology and psychology from East
Carolina University. While attending East Carolina she served as
president of her dorm, committee chairman for the Women's Residence Council and held offices in the Sociology Club, Psi Chi
Alpha Kappa Delta, honor fraternities_ She plans to continue
graduate work in psychology this year. — ••
Mr. Smith is a senior at East Carolina University with a
double major in psychology and sociology. He is president of the
SoCiology Club, a member of the Psychology Club and the Psi
Chi. He runs cross country in track.
---an Sunday,
11141W Va..
Owe
The wedding will tab—
August 25.

from Prague

Choosing Sunglasses
'.EW YORK • UPI • —"Many
people needlessly sacrifice the
comfort they seek when

they purchase sunglasses on
the spur of the moment," says
Charles J. Sidor. president of
the Guild for Prescription Opticians ot America.
*Choosinea pair of suin-7
glasses is frequently done as
quickly as possible, but low
quality sunglasses often have
lenses that distort color, hinder
proper visual perception and
do- not adequately screen bothersome glare."
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SHOPPING FOR ASiy) up a •
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If so, shop with everyone . .
but be sure to shop with us!

WAKE UP YOUR
PERISTALSIS

TV Service Center
,
Only Curtis-Mathes

And Be Yost Smiling Best

Ben. MarSENATE RIDER
garet Chase Smith, R-litaine.
rides a special electric scooter along corridor of the
Senate Office Building in
Washington. She's scheduled
for arthritis surgery Aug. 4.

••

COLOR TV?

SAVINGS BONDS
FREEDOM SHARES

The muscular action of your digestive system. called Peristalsis. should
not slow down If this happeni
waste truitertals can build up in in.
lower tract and you become
r
Las. uncomfortable and feel stuffed.
Carter's Pills with its unique laxative formula wakes up the Mowed
down muscles of the lower digestive
tract end stimulates Peristalsis, giving temporary relief of this Irregularity Then you will be your smiling beet
Millions of satutled users tags
carter•wouis. Why don't you. 484

•

312 No, 4th St.

1.

Phone 753-5865

Offers
THE 8-YEAR PRO-RATED PICTURE TUBE
WARRANTY
— ONE FULL YEAR FREE SERVICE —
Halford James - Owner
Bobby-H. Wilsoft - TV Technician

FINAL SHOE CLEARANCE

•

Womens' and Childrens'

•••

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Ywaada e, Jwly
A swim party for the fourth
through sixth grades will be
held at the Calloway County
Country Club from ten a. m.
to one p. m. Each member bring
a 'aft lunch and one nonmember guest The committee
is Mesdames Jimmy Boone
chairman, Bill Fandrich.
Hibbard, Carl Oakley, Jack B
Kennedy. and John N Purdom
•••
The Murray state University
Faculty couples bridge club
will meet at 7 00 p m , in the
SUB cafeteria Please call Mr.
and Mrs Wally Swann. 753-8838
or Mr and Mrs Robert Warren 733-7730 for reservations

E$
S
,2.99 $3.99 $4.99 $5.99 $6.99
VALUES FROM '6.99 TO '16.99 •••'
it,

ADAMS SHOE STORE
106 South 5th Street

Murray, Kentucky
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Carolyn Sexton Is
Hostess For Tau
Phi Lambda Meet
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Kitchen Shower Is
Held At Cochran
Home Recently Aug-

Miss Mary Keys Russell,
ust 24th bride-elect of George
Shaw, was complimented with a
kitchen shower at the lovely
home of Miss Shirley Cochran,
1310 Farris Avenue, on Thursday, July 18, at seven o'clock in
the evening.
The charming hostesses for
the occasion were Miss Cochran, Miss Gail Seavers Miss
Jeanne Maddox, and Mrs. Mac
Anderson.
The honoere chose to wear
from her trousseau a black and
white cotton three piece suit
Her mother, Mrs. A. W. Russell,
wore a pink linen dress. Both
Miss Russell and Mrs. Russell
presented corsages of
were
Pak.
•••
white carnations by the hosMr. and Mrs. Tom Wails tesses.
Several bridal games were
have recently returned from
a visit with their son, Eddie played, and the honoree opened
Wells, in Ithaca, New York. her many lovely gifts. Miss RusThey drove up through Penn- sell was presented with a cofsylvania by the way of Getty*. fee maker as a wedding gift
burg where they visited some from the hostesses.
of the many places of historThe guests registered at the
ical interest
table centered with a lovely ar•••
rangement of red and yellow
Mrs. Stenely Futrell oi Clew- roses.
Won, Fla., is visiting in the
Refreshments of Cokes, dainhome of her sister, Mrs. Fred ty party cookies, and sandBarber, and other friends and wiches were served from
tafile
relatives.
appointed
beautifully
•••
overlaid with a white linen
Mr and Mrs. Larry Gooch cloth and centered with a large
of Murray Route Four an- white wedding bell surrounded
nounce the arrival of a son, by varied colored candles.
Michael Reid, weighing ten
Included in the hospitality
pounds three ounces, born were Miss Anna Greer, Miss
)IIIonday, July Z2, at the Mur- Dinah Cherry, Mrs. James Harniy-Calloway County Hospital. ris, Miss Cynthia Huff, Mies
grandparents are Mr. Jeanne Mackie's, Miss
Ind Mrs. Lamarr Britt of Lynn Boyd. Miss Anne Kelly ails,
Grove. Paternal grandparents Miss Sandall Dade, Miss Ann
are Mr. and Mrs Taylor Gooch Griffin, Miss Linda Cochran,
of Murray. Great grandparents Mrs. Clifton Cochran, Miss Truare Mrs. Eva Britt of 'Tri City, dy Lilly, Mrs. Billy Thomu,
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Keel of Hazel, Mrs. A. W. Russell, the honand Mr and Mrs Claude Cun- oree, and the hostesses.
•••
ningham of Murray.
Kenneth Wilson Parley of
Murray has been dimmiased
from the Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
and children, Dennis and Patsy, spent thou' • vacation with
her sister, Mrs. Milburn Dunn
and family of Atlanta, Ga.
They also visited her brother,
Bob Workman and family of
Sylva, N. C., enroute home.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Richard James
and daughters, Lewis mid Lori,
1410Mitly vacationed at Cations111111111 Tenn., and the Great
National
Mountains
Imaky
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&rantfleet
OfBra Leads
BUENOS AIRES (UPI) Brazil's merchant fleet was the
largest in Latin America in
1967 and also was growing the
fasteat
Figures issued by the Inst1tutoa de Estudios de la Marina
Mercante Iberamericana, located in Buenos Aires, showed
Argentina's merchant fleet in
second place in tonnage
The Institute's report covered self-propelled vessels of
more than 1,000 tons registered

s.-

TIMES - NiunstAx,
PIWIJUILIC
_
Cuba-47
ships,
3,200,000
tons. Maybe That's Why
weight. Total tonnage was
in- Dopiinican Republic - three
NEW YORK I UPI) - Fred
696,423- a 1 4 per cent
ships. 7,630 tons; Guatemala-- Capossela, commentator
on
crease over 1966 Thg average
two
from
ships,
3,629 tons; Mexico "The Schaefer Circ le of
age per vessel dropped
-33
ships, 248,543 tons; Nica- Sports," says proudly :that he
15.1 years in 1968 to 14.7 years
ragua-six ships, 15,221 tons; hasn't made a wager in 34
in 1967.
At year's end there were 111 Paraguay - 23 ships, 21,273 years. What's so unusual about
vessels totaling 928,960 tons tons; Peru-32 ships, 197,876 that? Capossela is the race
contracted to be built or under tons; Uruguay-19 ships, 112,- caller at Aqueduct, Belmont,
851 tons, and Venezuela - 36 Saratoga and Hialeah race
construction-a 25.1 per cent
tracks.
growth compared with 17.4 per ships, 291,323 tons.
cent in 1986.
eountry-bYHope
The Institute's
Bost at Horns
NEW YORK (UPI) -Surcountry breakdown of total
BALTIMORE 4 UPI - The
was:
gery and radiation are effective Baltimore Colts compiled the
ships and their tonnage
1,056,in treating many types of can- best home field record in the
Argentina-188 ships,
796 tons; Brazil-205 ships, 1,- cer, says the American Cancer National Football League in
085,580 tons; Chile-43 ships Society. It adds that new drugs 1967, winning six and tying
262,056 tons; Colombia and have been used in treating cer- once in seven appearances in
Ecuador--34 ships, 192,745 tons; tain forms of the disease.
Memorial Stadium.
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have some, mostly singing
monks. Beaulieu is so accusLONDON )UPI)-Americans tomed to ghosts that we don't
have the strange habit of really think about ,them. We
crossing the Atlantic to see just accept them, so visitors
England's stately homes while are more surprised than we
failing to bother much about are."
their own.
Britain has more than 600
So says - tare} --Montagtt-of- "ifileTY 1115YfieS- open to the pub,
Beaulieu, a man well qualified lic. A good many are lived in
on the subject because he tops uy fainines wno have owned
the British stately home stakes them for generations but would
with 552.000 visitors a year to have to sell up now but for the
his mansion, motor museum money provided -by-the----eri--and ruined abbey in southern trance fees.
England. Lord Montagu just
This method of income has
tops the Duke of Bedford, who its drawbacks.
has 500,000 visitors a year at
Lord Montagu, married with
Woburn Abbey.
two children, said, "Once you
•
"Down along the Mississippi, have started to open your
mar velo us old plantation house to the public, it is no
houses are falling to rack and longer your home. You
are
ruin," said the 41-year-old sharing it with the
public. That
Lord Montagu.
is the price you pay to keep the
"It's strange that Americans house in your family and in
rush over here and don't do as good condition.
much as they should to pre"You sacrifice privacy for
serve their own stately homes. keeping your
house. It is part
The general public there does of our heritage.
Maybe the
not seem as interested in their time will come
when these
own places as they are over houses cannot be
kept, but it
here."
would be a sad day if they beBut he finds Americans make come state institutions They
the more satisfying visitors be- lose a lot by not being lived in.
cause most of the English are
"I think the public recogsimply interested in seeing how nizes it is a far greater sacrithe other half lives,
fice for families to keep them
"The English are naturally than sell up and live lir the
A inquisitive about other people's Bahamas."
One of the rooms open to the
homes," said Lord Montagu.
"American visitors are very public at Beaulieu is Lord
much more serious and much Montagu's dining room, but he
more appreciative, I suppose said wryly, "They don't walk
because if they have paid to through when we are eating."
come all the way to Europe,
How is it possible to retain
they really want to. It is not any privacy?
just an afternoon out for
"Well, you cut off part of
them
the garden or part of the
"They ask very intelligent house." said Lord Montagu.
questions on the whole and "Every house has its own probthey are always amazed by the lems. Lord Bath the Marquess
age of things. Of course, they who keeps lions roaming his
have nothing that they can estate( does not live at Longcompare with and they can't [eat. He lives four miles away.
visualize something standing We can't do that. We have split
for 700 years," as Beaulieu Ab- off a floor, kept part of the
bey has
garden for the children and
"Americans are always fas- the tennis court. But I don't
cinated with ghosts and we do like ropes and notices.

a
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510 W Main St.
Murray , Ky.

For Another

Store

FINE MEN'S

To Be Opened As Soon As Factory Outlet Store Vacates

By MARIS ROSS

w

Doughty Don
LOS ANGELES (UPI I -Don
Drysdale of the Los Angeles
Dodgers holds the major league
record for consecutive scoreless
innings pitched, with a string
of 582,3 innings of shutout
baseball.

BARE WALLS

SELLING OUT

CZECHMATE SCENE Towered Castle Kohopiste, 31 mile,
from Prague, may be the scene of the confrontation between
Czech and Soviet leaders over liberalization. The castle
dates from the 13th century and once was owned by Archduke Franz Ferdinand. Of late It's been a hunting retreat.

Where Trout Are
DES MOINES (UPI , - The
"Little Switzerland" area of
northeast Iowa abounds with
good trout-fishing waters.
Iowa has more than 100
miles of trout waters and the
state stocks eating -size trout
every few weeks starting in
early spring.

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

BUILDING TO BE COMPLETELY EMPTIED

•

One Gal,
Two Firsts
NEW YORK ( UPI I - Catherine Lacoste of France was
the first foreigner and the first
amateur to win the women's
U.S. Open golf title. She won
the crown in 1967 at Hot
Springs, Va.

CLMOETNHISNG
Other Week Days8 A.M.-5 P.M.

Open Fridays Iii 8 O'Clock

.416

Way Up North
HELSINKI, Finland UPI)The most northerly race in Europe, and perhaps in the world,
is the annual "Royal Reindeer
Race" held on a 2,000-meter
track on icebound Lake Inert,
180 miles north of the Arctic
Circles,

STORE

FACTORY OUTLET
a
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UP
Al
SAVE O 40%5060% ALL FIRST
$150000 MERCHANTS CLOSEOUT

QUALITY
CLOTHING

DURING
THIS SAL

SACRIFICE!!
REG. TO 565.00

MENS' SUITS

SACRIFICE!!

SACRIFICE!!

STORE HOURS:
ALL WEEK DAYS
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Except Friday

BOYS' PANTS

MENS' SLACKS

Close Out Price!

Only 200 Pair

Only 100 Pair

$16.00

$1.49

$1.00

SACRIFICE!!

REG. TO $7.00

REG. TO $10.00

REG. TO $12.95

SACRIFICE!!

Open Friday
Night to 8:00

REG. TO $7.00

MEN'S

SPORT

DRESS SHIRTS

Many Perma-Press

Fine

Fabrics

$1.97

•
z

COATS
SPORT
I'D'S
Brands
Advertised
Nationally
Select from a very large group of extra fine
quality Sport Coats. Many styles, patterns,
colors.

Regular '37.50

MEN'S

$2.97
$3.97

Sale $27
"

$16°'

MEN'S SUITS
(2 for $30.00 - Any Combination)

MEN' SLACKS

An extra large assortment of fine quality
men's slacks. Many fine styles, fabrics, and
colors. Regular weight and also light weight.

Nationally Advertised Brands
$677
DRESS SLACKS
Reg. $8.00

(2 for '12.00)

MEN'S
DRESSELT
HATS

$10
"

You may purchase one pair of each weight
or two of the same weight.

$9300

Reg. to $70.00
MEN'S SUITS

(2 for $40.00 - One Light Weight and One Regular
Weight, or Two of the Same Weight)
Reg. to $75.00

$9800

MEN'S SUITS
(2 for $50.00)

$3600

Reg. to $40.00
All must go! Many
Styles and Colors.

(2 for '20.00)
0

Shorts, Reg., Long, Short Stouts, Extra tongs, Long Stout& AU the
new patterns. Plaids, checks, plains, stripes. Sizes 34 to 50.
Hundreds of fine suits for your selection at great savings. A style for
any age. Large variety of fabrics and colors. Sizes 34 to 56. All nationally advertised brands.
Reg. to $65.00

REG. TO $5.00

Regular 142.50

Reg. $15.95

Year Around Lightweight
Guaranteed All First Quality

All must go. Many
Styles and Colors.
REG. TO $3.95

Sale $23"

DRESS SLACKS

MEN'S SUITS

DRESS STRAW
HATS

MEN'S SUITS
(2 for $70.00)
Reg. $100.00

Reg. $ 9.95 - $7.97
Reg. $10.95 - $8.97
Reg. $11.95 - $9.97

$525°

LUXURY SILK & WOOL SUITS

Truly a luxurious suit! One of the finest you can buy.

4.!

MEN'S IN SS SHIRTS
MEN'S
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
DRESS SHIRTS
Finest quality collars, never
wrinkle up on you, many collar styles
$4.50 Stay Press Dress Shirts

$2.97
$3.97
$4.97

$5.50 Stay Press Dress Shirts
B Peek, a cousin and look-alike of
movti
President Johnson sits with actress Eike Sommer in Hollywhere Peck will portray the President in the film
wood
,-House of Seven Joys." starring Dean Martin

„tar

"*"..•••-•

•

_ass,
•-••

'..e•e•••••••••

$7.00 Stay Press Dress Shirts

MIA'S IIRESS ND
SI1JRT SHIRTS

M111i N'S SITU
SHORT SLEEVES

LONG SLEEVE

Hundreds of beautiful
colors and patterns. Nationally known brands.
Many fabrics. All must
go.

Fine assortment of nationally advertised brand shirt8.
Many styles, patterns and.
(Special Groups)
colors

MIN'S SHAMS
The entire stock of famous
name brand sweaters is on
sale at great reductions off
regular price.

Reg. $8.95 Sweaters

Reg. $4.50 Sport Shirts

tteg. to $7.00 Dress Shirts

$2.97

$1.97

$4.93
Reg $10.95 Sweaters

Reg. $5 50 Sport Shirts

Reg. to $7.00 Sport Shirts

$3.97

$1.97

$6.87

SWIM TRUNKS
A large assortment of
styles and clors. Most
all sizes.
All Nationally Advertised
Brands

HALFPRICE

01.1.4•••••

•••••••••••••••••
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neighborhood cultural enrichment and public administration
The five cooperating institutions are the University of
California Medical Center, San
Francisco State College, University of San Francleco, San
Francisco City College and
Golden Gate College

Collegiate Consortium
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) —
The city's five universities and
colleges have organized the
San Francisco Consortium in
an effort to coordinate their
resources in helping eeolve city
problems.
The Consortium will cooperate with the community in
studying such fields as urban
• • •
design, environmental health.
The flower of the month for
social and health services,
or gladiomanpower training, intergroup August is the poppy
relations, adult education, lus

HOUSEHOLD
HINTS

By United Press International
Crumble crackers inside •
plastic sandwich beg Secure
with a fastener and mash with
a rolling pin
• • •
A lemon yields more Juice if
It is heated before squeezing

."UST feer-- New York Gov.
::(Nelson Rockefeller's face
pleading look as
takes on
/14 he tells reporters at the Gov1
ernors Conference in Cincinnati. Ohio, that he is the
"best bet.' for the GOP because of George Wallace's
popularity in the South.

i

• SAIGON TRIAL TTuorklIDullt
, 7 ewe
"Dm labbsTe"1. th1
candidate" who ran second
to President Nguyen Van
Thieu for the presidency in
South Vietnam. is on trial
in Saigon as an enemy of
the state Politics. he says.

TUESDAY — JULY 30. 1968

ILINTOCILY

MURRAY,

Nuts chop more easily if they
have been stored in the freezer
for a few hours.
• • •
Raking soda can be used to
remove odors on a chopping
board, from cooking utepsils or
hands Use enough water to
dampen a paper towel. sprinkle the towel with soda, and
rub the board or utensils.
Rinse

High Flyer
UPI I —Act- *
HOLLYWOOD
recently
resa Susan Oliver, who
a ama
flew the Atlantic in
aircraVe
plane. graduated to jet
her flys
arid hopes to add to
international flying records tor

•

women Branding cattle for identiacation purposes was practiced
at least as early as 2,000 B.C..•
according to Collier's EnCyCIOPedia

WELCOME

BEN FRANKLIN

•

TO 4th AND MAIN
East Side of The Square

When woodwork wax becomes gummy. wash it off with
soap or detergent suds. Then
rinse and dry before rewaxing.

CONGRATULATIONS

A thin coating of petroleum
QUITE A DIFFERENCE—Dr. Ray Motleid,
jelly on lips and teeth help
-prevent- the dryness which can
right, compares the printed circuit board in
make smiling a chore for the
his right hand with the glass slide that conbride or girl graduate. Beauty
tains a micro-circuit the site of a pin head.
contestants say it works all
The micro-circuit Is one of the items that
the time.
participants use in the inclustriel Arts Eiec• • •
tracks Workshop being conducted at Murray
The phone rings and you're
State University. Others, from left, are
in the middle of painting
Bernard Singer an Industrial arts teacher
What to do? Tape paper towels
around the phone and put a
newspaper beneath, so the next
time it rings you can answer Another Brooklyn
BROOKLYN. Ill. (Um ,
without worrying about paint
This
is village of Brooklyn is
splatters
•
• •
celebrating its 95th year of inFor a lighter cake from a corporation. Brooklyn is one of
mix, fluff the dry mixture be the few all-NegrO towns in the
country.
fore adding ingredients.

Donation
UNITED NATIONS typT,_
Romanian Foreign
Minister
Corneliu Manescu. president of
the currert General Assembly.
has donated a large tapestry WI
necorate"Ttle-Wair "wan or rtteU.N. Delegate's. Lounge.
'The tapestry depicts the alternatives of mankind's future
—on the right side the possibility of nuclear holocaust, on
the left human progress

PAGE SEVEN

Inspection laws
TULSA, Okla, (UPI) — During 1966-67. ten states passed
laws requiring periodic inspection of all motor vehicles.
bringing the total of "Inspection" states to 31 plus the district of Columbia. accottlIng to
the American Petroleum Institute
As of January. 1967. there
were 33 National Parks in the
United States

On Your
tram Pittsburgh enrolled in the workshop;
George T. Lilly, eurkshop director and vice
chairman or the Msl industrial arts department, and Paul I yons, a member of the
4 department. Dr. Mo/
MS(' industrial an1
field, chairman of the MSU communications
department, was a guest lecturer at the
workshop.

Grand Opening
In Your New and Modern Building
SETTLE-WORKMAN

4
/
t-1

JEFFREY'S
WALLIS GROCERY
BEALE HARDWARE
BILBREY'S
THURMAN'S FURNITURE
HOLTON & MELUGIN
MURRAY SUPPLY CO.

THE ONLY NEGRO ever elected to Canada's Parliament, lawyer Lincoln MacAuley Alexander, 46. takes his oath in
Ottawa from Allister Fraser. Parliament clerk Alexander
is a Conservative from Harsilton West

HAS

•

ARRIVED!
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Pint a

FREE

Dishwa
or buttFour plr

Reg. 9f.

•

At

AQI
HAN

13-0Z. 1
SIZE

Come get acquainted during our big Grand Opening sale
—find many money-saving values for yourself, your family
and home! Shop BEN FRANKLIN the year around for
timely values made possible by the combined buying power
N FRANKLIN stores.
of more than 2,400 individually owned

Limit 2

LOCATED AT

FOURTH AND MAIN STREETS

Go

9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.

Prin
solo(
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Our own fine brand
of soft 2-ply tissues
at a stock-up-now
low price. White

20-GALL0N*A
TRASH CAN

,..,
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rl ' C..
.ff
tr
'
..-„, P•ic:'
e"
'lo
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ri '
e•:'' ......,5,
a)./3'N."9.
,./ (2
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to1,Ve:/
• • r, fl

Es e)_......- -

e'r,' Big, rugged, non-rat
tle, non -crack con
tamer withstands
all weather. Snug -fit
cover, easy -carry
handles. Colors

Non-Allergenic Foam

SLEEPING-PILLOWS
Need extra pillows for the couch in the den, for the children's room? Floral print covers filled with shredded urethane foam . . each pillow protected with poly bag.
4-0Z.
SIZE
Limit

2 to

SEA AND SKI
SUNGLASSES
Values to sr'
88c

a customer

Smoothly polished hardwfiod
Spring -type pins. . they 110Id
firmly and are gentle with fragile things. Stock up now for
all your clothes line needs.
and SAVE!

••••.*

PERCALE PRINTS

$111 VALUE
M011 SAVE 29C

are
Yard Lengths—SO-Squ
Ctearrty1 Wide Section!
like this
can past up a bargain
.No woman-who-sews
favorite prints. 80TWO tO Ton

Pint or Quart!

FREEZER CONTAINERS
Dishwasher-proof plastic in avocado
or butterscotch Tight fitting covers.
Four pint size or three quart size in_pk

out your
. . . hurry in and pick
inches wide in two to ten
36
percale,
cotton
square
yard.
regularly 39c to 44c per
card lengths. . .
)1Ai

tic

Reg. 99C—Save 50C

AQUA NET
HAIR SPRAY

15.1.Ltri.i70,1 3 8C,
k...

Yd. .4'

t's)

Soft, Pliable Plastic

4 . •, .

lipv\rv

HomecrestB

KITCHEN TERRIES

WASH CLOTHS

Multicolor stripes—red, blue or
gold predominating! Cotton
r towels with frin ed ends.

Just right for everyday! Pink,
blue, yellow or green-12x12in. size. Stock up at this low price I

WATERPROOF PANTS
COUp01

Limit 2 to

4

a custom•r

FIRST QUALITY
NYLONS
23'

BOX 01100
ENVELOPES

Cushioned leg openings for
comfort. Sealed seams.
Frosted white. M, L, XL.
3

wit!'

8-Ounce Terry

Standard
size
white envelopes for
home -or- office corre
spondence.

Special! Electric

CAN OPENER AND KNIFE SHARPENER ,

SHIRTWAIST
DRESSES
$2"
Prints, ombers, flocked designs and
solid colors.. big 29x29-inch head
scarfs in easy-care nylon.

Lae

12,

Go with Everything! Reg. 49c

NYLON SCARFS

Opens any size or shape can irt
jiffy! Knives and scissors always
sharp! Attractive white pittsfiC
case. Guaranteed for
one year!

FREE

tip

NMI

$671.! T.V.
PORTA13

PROCTOR-SIM
STEAM-DRY IRON
Easy to read dial for all fabric
settings . . visible water level.
An iron designed for a perfect
job—to save you work
Bright chrome plate

6
.99

•
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shows the
JERSEY CHAMPIONS—Billy Hendon (center)
of - the
junior yearling calf that won the Junior championship
l'niserPurchase ,Jersey Parrish Show held at Murray Stale
of Murray
sity*s farm. His father, Bill FA Hendon (right)
the senior
Route 5 holds Billy's 4-sear-old cow that won both
for the
champion and grand champion ribbons The Judge
the
show, George Burnett of Fulton is standing behind

CONGRATULATIONS
BEN FRANKLIN

FRESH HEARIN1
its for Beltone
hearing aids, Si
Murray, Kentuckl
Tr
SUBURBAN
mowers. Poulan
Lawn
Seaford
equipment, V.
Hardin. Phone
BASSETT PUPP
Call
giatered.
3689.
MASSEY TURGI
New Holland rake
conditioner. Will
together or condk
from baler and
good condition.
OlCuLston. Route 2
367-3949.

champions,

.N4ogro Writers
Fish Forms
ST. LOUIS t UPI — The
For Nepal
igrowing body of literature by
KATHMANDU, Nepal_ LUPI)
'Negro Writers Is Ifil-pOrfArit Tor
— Work on two fish farms its
perceptions of history as
which will provide carp for the
well as for its artistic merits.
land-locked
of
this
capital
according to the Forest Park
country should be completed in Comm unity College.
two years, according to thE
The college says that is the
Food and Agriculture Organiapproach it is taking in its
zation FAO.
six-week summer workshop on
major Negro writers from the
Dutch Sweet Tooth
1930s to the 1960s. The writers
1:71"FtECHT. Holland 'UP!) whose works are studied in—Hollanders spent 25 guilders,clude Richard Wright. James
t about $7. per capita in 1967 Baldwin. Ralph Ellison and
on sweets. About 20 per cent Malcolm X.
of the money went for licorice,
a tidbit of which the Dutch are
Indian Book Shows
believed to be the world's leadNEW DELHI t UPI —Traying consumers.
cling exhibitions of Indian
books will visit about 25 counFor Big Look
tries next year as part of celeOCTACAMUND, India 4 UPI) brations marking the cente—One of the largest radio tele- nary of Mohandas K. Gandhi's
scopes in the world. inclu
birth.
a parabolic cylinder 547 yards
long and 33 yards wide, will go
Costly Weeds
into operation soon at the 'rata
_RAKERSEIELD_calif._ LIPI
Thatttlite01 FUndit
—Control of weeds and weed
search near this south Indian
damage to crops in California
town
costs each of the state's residents an average of $20 a year,
reports the Farm and Home
Ads:son. Board here.

_

GALLOA
dard electric hot
1-30 gallon Sta
water heater. 1
AtCo American
al gas. 1 lot of I
iide doors. Call
5:00 p. m.

4

ANTIQUE DRES
mirror. $30.00. A
top bureau. Call
KITI
*SIAMESE
affe
Beautiful,
health guaranteei
Mrs. Seal.
now
Call 753-7770.
BALDWEN PIAN4
New stock. Chuc
er. Call 753-3602

•

Brake Advice
SAN FRANCISCO t UPI —
Watch wear on brake linings,
advises the National Automobile Club. and prevent scoring
of the drums

We, the following builders and contractors,
extend our congratulations to the Ben Franklin
Store on their new venture. We are pleased to have
had a part in this giant remodeling program which
resulted in a new, modern and completely conventient retail store.

Like Father, etc.
ST LOUIS t UPI —Ed La Mears and his son. members of
the St Louis Rotary Clue
Bowling Association, finished
the season with identical averages—173.

The opening of this new Ben Franklin Store
indicates a faith in aqrowing community and adds
further to the stability of the local economy, es-

pecially of the downtown section of the city. We
appreciate opportunity presented us to have a part
in this program.
The following builders and contractors invite the general public to visit the Ben Franklin
Store on their opening this week and to inspect
,the facilities there. While there notice also the construction features of the building, material used,
and techniques displayed by the various craftsmen involved.

LEON CATHEY
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
WILLIAMS GLASS CO.

WELLS ELECTRIC

1107 Chestnut St.

753-4845

402 N. 12th St.

VAUGHN PLUMBING & HEATING

753-5524

- -153=3161

LYNN LASSITER PLASTERING CO. INC. INDOOR COMFORT CENTER
•
601 N...th

Division of FREED COMM CO.
Heating & Air Conditioning

753-5170 i

Not to be tuu tbsiba ,
CZECHS MANEUVER. TOO
the
Cart ti • forte,, ,
Soviet nulitary maneuvet
•L
and a sidenin,faced tanks
trio ad border with West Germany
51;anniauiS his t.ontiols also'ort the vr.-steinhorder
v
e with'the
,
%%ht... their the -liberalizattim-'impas

I.

802 Chestnut
•

St.

753-4632

•••••
vtAS ,

Air
WA,

•

a.

1
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CHAPTF
NAY HEART we
iVI strictedly a.s
turn in the road
the castle into vi
more impressive
that the surrouni
only bright rags
great rosy-red sti
the gray sky. T
Aticed, was like bl
'a few sandy -coloi
Inc out of it.
and melancholy.
Anna began I
Are crossed t
bounded excited
us as the car ent
yard.. Old Birgl
ing the courtyar
to give a smil
curtsy. Then I
w4ho must have
for the car, cam
„IP her hands held
"Luise, it is
YOU again!"
I believed sh
This reserved, cu
and I could di
sympathy, and t
more odd that
so much disliked
my being her di
ro
0 Neither Niels
aidied me what
regarding my it
Dragon I aril
both being tact
must have guei
only failure a
Now Frue Dor
omment, either
me into tbe g.
looked over the
enormous logs
lithe summer, wt
streamed in, thi
looked cold, but
with the biace
iamps burning,
:autumn leav
of,
flowers. I fanc
urea in the taf
tures moved ii
' light. like guest
party.
• ''How good o
4 friend,- Fri.
This!s a ver
tore you have
no, I s
It was for my
1.4 everybody?
have millions
,Everybody,
Otto and .Erik
guessed this cp
-Erik has ti
oot frig. The
1116 -•tesently. Liar
•
wtthr.the othe
she vimtiki like
yening, before
She is anxious
rispression.
since you con
you must be ve
.And Otto?
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MURRAY LUMBER CO.
104 'Maple St.

753-616

501 N • 4th

-

1 USED LESTE1
0no $10000 Call

r;

Hoof Power
NEW DELHI .UPIt — Bullock carts outnumber automobiles 12 to one in India

;

*HONDA 90-270
good condition.
1965 MONARCH,
bile Home, air cc
753-8200.

Origin
TULARE. Calif. tUPIi—The
original habitat of the golden
trout, the official state fish of
was
the
upper
California.
reaches of the Kern River in
the Sierra Nevada range. Now
it is found in many Sierra
streams and has been planted
in other states

IT'S A MEW( looking Sen.
Charles 'Percy of Illinois as
he reiterates in Washington
his announced support of
New York's Gov. Nelson
Rookefeller for the Republican presidential nomination.
as -the only presidential candidate who has set forth a
detailed planIzend the war "

FOE II

•

•

A

•

. - tewroetre*,
.11sews..ww
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Snoring Strains
Marital tea
LONDON (UPI)-The marriages of 1.5 million British
by
threatened
are
couples
snoring, according to Dr. Ian
Robin, an ear, nose and throat
Ill
specialist who wants family
doctors to do more to help
• • •
rid of their afflicMembers of the Warsaw Pact snorers get
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE Inc lude Albania, Bulgaria, tion. Robin says 50 per cent of
F011 SENT
FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC range, REAL ESTATE FOR BALE
snorers could be cured and anFOR RALE
Czechoslovakia, East Germany,
with double" oven. Excellent conother 30 per cent helped.
ai
Audoon
house
Romani
Hungary,
OWNER:
Poland,
A-1-C
new
BY
Sprite,
753-5363.
Call
HEALY
dition.
LOTS on Hwy. 280, to- AUSTIN
and
the
Soviet
Union.
Drive in Keeneland Sub- TRAILER
upholsbon
on,
engine, transmissi
John La ng d on of New
•
•
•
ward Panorama Shores three
FRESH HEARING AID batter- LATE MODEL Singer dial and
division. Three bedrooms, liv$850.00. Call 753Hampshire became the first
Murray. Cardinal tery, Paint,
from
miles
ies for Belton, and other make sew Zig-Zag sewing machine.
n
combinJuly-31-C
ing room, kitchen-de
president pro tempore of the
Trailer Park. Lots 182 x 7500.
hearing aids, Wallia's Drugs, Sold new for $319.00. Does
Forgotten, But Not Oons
ation, utility room, 1t baths, Ridge
U.S. Senate when it convened
TFC
753-8231
or
753-7858
Call
-door,
Murray, Kentucky.
4
ts
100.
S,
Catalina,
attachmen
PLORINA
Sardinia (UPI)
no
1963 PONTIAC
everything,
carport, carpeted throughout,
In 1789.
power steering. See at 1612 -The men of this village are
appliances, dish- and ask for Eddie Morgan.
Lawn needed Just amine balance of all Tappan
Tractors.
SUBURBAN
A-2C
with
out
their
guns hunting
Call washer, garbage disposal, cenHamilton Ave., or call 753-1834
chain saws. $61.00 or $5.40 per month.
mowers. Poulan
A-1-C for a boa constrictor.
A-5-C tral beat and air conditioning
after 4.30 p. m.
Garden 753-6888.
and
Lawn
Seaford
ONE NEW unfurnished duplex
The
boa
escaped from a cir3-30-6
Call 753-4763.
miles west of
equipment,
2 bedroom, air conditioned. 1959 FORD two door, good tires cus train two years ago and
BABY GRAND piano. Phone
car
-30-P
Fine
J
condition.
Hardin. Phone 4374312.
running
and
had been forgotten until a boy
A-1-C BY
OWNER: Three-bedroom Call 436-2447.
753-3618.
3-Man's name
C
ACROSS
Aug.-13-C
for an extra car. $75 or best sighted it near the village.
brick, 1 block from college.
4-Word of
Hazel,
in
apartment
play3-31-P
record
-ROOM
3
1-Indefinds
STEREO CONSOLE
offer. 436-5374.
Aug -1-C
sorrow
Cull 753-7550.
BASSETT PUPPIES, AKC renumber
with bath, large rooms, small
FM with AFC and stereo
and
er
5-Separates
4
Call Mayfield 247-Separate
FairFord
building,
gistered.
1963
NICE
storage
REAL
house, five utility room,
Mediterranean styl- GOOD
FRAME
6-Near
9-Tiny amount
3-30-C indicator,
3489.
for cou- lane, two door V-8. New tires,
7-Soak
ing, three months old. Phone rooms and bath, on two acre stove furnished, ideal
12'Turkish
Call
ensell.
radio, local car Must
8-Exact
A-1-C lot in Lynn Grove. Call 753- ple or single lady, separate
title
MASSEY FURGERSON baler, 753-8275.
9-Cake mix
11Anon
3-30-C trance with front porch, dole Jerry Wallace 753-7868. 1-31-C
5544 or 435-4452.
New Holland rake, New Holland
10-Sick
14-Beverage
DT JOHN CRANES CENTRAL PRESS
1060 CHEVROLET station wagto town. Call 492-8222 or 492NOTICE
conditioner. Will sell all three
mound
11-Golf
radio; BRICK HOME at 1612 loch
15-Unit of currency
automatic,
A-31-C
V-8,
on,
8121.
09'f
together or conditioner separate
16-Conducts
17-Marine reptile
automatic Lomond, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
Kenmore
bed;
youth
18-Male sheep
‘t,
from baler and rake. All in
19-Trials
. Eld- =mount SALES & Serwasher; portable sewing ma- living room, built-in kitchen ap- HOUSE AND apartment
20-Place
21-Consume
good condition. Call John Me753Call
C.
preferred.
Ky.,
attachwith
x
22'
Murray,
14'
people
213
Box
erly
library
vice,
22-Appellation of
with buttonhole
pliances,
22-In front of
SICuLston, Route 2 Puryear, Tenn. chine
A-1-C M Sanders. Phone 383-3178,
Athena
rocking built
bookshelves, entire 1573.
23'Rent
in
TFNC ment; "Wonder Horse"
24-Weight of India
247-3040.
heat
25-Tear
-5-C
H-Aug
Lynnville, Ky,
horse; .1%_ HP Wisconsin gas house carpeted, central
26-Liquefy
for college
ROMS
SLEEPING
Bray
27
29-Flocks
1-52 GALLOol American stan- engine. All in good condition. and air conditioning. Lot 80' x
:a-Abounds
31-Gratuity
boys. 1300 Olive Blvd. Phone TERMITES? Call Ward Termite
dard electric hot water heater. moving, must sell immediately. 220'. Call John Redden, 75333-Fish eggs
A-1-C for free estimate. All work
3-0-Cry
753-5077.
A-1-P 4037 for appointment.
34-Babylonian
1-30 gallon State (deg& hot Call 753-5684.
32-0arice step
. Five year contracts.
guaranteed
deity
-27-C
Aug.
1
Amp.
36.Aiso
water heater. 1 sump
FuRNISM) $IPEPENG room.
35.Drunicard
winhouse treated, $65.00.
room
Five
sofa-bed,
RATOR,
REFRIGE
natur753-5611.
Afco American furnace,
37-Crony (coital.)
room Close to town. Call
College
1612
three-bed
and
Control,
chairs
Pest
Ward
OWNER:
4
BY
chest,
fan,
dow
39-Pronoun
A-1-C
al gas. 1 lot of inside and out40-Snake
Farm Road, phone 753-8501.
Call 753-4699. house, gas heat and air-condiside doors. Call 753-4417 after some odd pieces.
42-Genus of cattle
D
OFFERE
H-Aug.-15-C
S
lot on 10th St.
SERVICE
Large
A-1-C
tioning.
TFC
44-Capital of
5:00 p. m.
Oregon
Call 753-4417 after 5:00 p. m.,
and
simply
SAFELY,
REDUCE
riding
h.p.
5
46-Small valley
NEW
Trirt
•=s1.
ALMOST
*HONDA 90-2700 actual miles,
CUSTOM BUILDING, resident.
48-Tierra del
Only
tablets.
GoBese
with
fast
Clearance
Cheap!
mower.
A PM
medical code for autocommercial. Rustic Calgood condition. Call 753-6512. power
Fuegan Indian
for sale by tat and
98c at Holland Drug. 3-31-P
rnat•d potent monitor The sire
BO-Planet
3-30-C prices on all new mowers. RH- COUNTRY HOME
ifornia styling. Free estimates.
home
room
the
pack,
ten
h
ef
cigarette
miniature
Spacious
51-Hig
East
owner.
brey's Car & Home, 210
Call Cliff Finney 489-3988.
mountain
STRAYED or Stolen from Pottransmitter strapped to cunt or leg
A-1-C with full basement, four bed1985 MONARCH, 10' a 50' Mo- Main. Phone 753-5017.
Aug.-12-C tertown area, walking horse, 1
flower
53-Showy
relays srs physiological conditions
rooms, two fireplaces, attached
55-Newly
bile Home, air conditioned. Call
of poti•nt to central nursing stasocks,
Hind
roan.
male
old
year
married
3-30-C
double garage, sundeck, large KLEIN CARPET SPECIALIST:
7534200.
tion screens tapes on 24 hr basi.,
women
mixed tail. A reward is
HELP WANTED
shady lot. Five miles south of Wall to wall carpets, rug and star,
58-Hindrance
leadoval
n
with
informatio
ANTIQUE DRESSER
61-River Island
cleaners. Carpets offered for
Benton on Highway 841. $22,- upholstery
62-One defeated
mirror. $30.00. Antique marble APPLICATIONS are being re- 800. Phone 527-9319.
A-5-C and furniture cleaned, tinted ing to his return. Call 436-5523
64-Goddess of
3-30-C
top bureau. Call 753-7868.
healing
For Rent
Paved for nurse-aid training at
de-toothed Call 435-4221. or 436-2148.
and
THANKS
OF
J-31-C
CARD
65-Ethiopian
Aug.42-C
NICE APARTMENTS
the Murray Calloway County
WANTED TO EMT
title
deep
our
express
to
wish
We
in
For
flat
KITTENS, $15.00. Hospital. Make application
*SIAMESE
thanks to our
botOle
APARTMENT, furnished or unA-2-C appreciation and
Girls & Boys
and the nursing office.
WANTED TO BUY
affectionate
Beautiful,
rutt
67-Female
and
friends,
relatives,
many
furnished, near Murray State
Phone
health guaranteed. Ready to go WANTED baby sitter in my neighbors for the many acts of
who
women
two
for
bicycle
,
University
girls'
or
DOWN
BOYS
GOOD
753.5665 or 7534101
Mrs. Seale, 514 Broad_ home Monday, Tuesday and kindness and sympathy e
now
it work with NISU -students.
power rifle,
J-31-C
•Naeetts
Call 753-7770.
Wednesday, beginning Septem- ed to us following the sudden able 30-06. Call 753-5864. A-1-P Needed Sept. 1. Call 753-3876.
iThe self
and
Mr.
parents,
3-30-C
our
of
753-1431.
J-31-P
deaths
Call
2nd.
ber
BALDVi'LN PIANOS and organs.
Mrs. Floyd Taylor.
New stock. Chucks Music Cen- BABY sarrER, starting SepMay God's richest blessings
1-T-C
er. Call 753-3682.
Peanuts®
tember 3, from 12 noon to five rest upon each of you.
p.m. Call 753-5632 before five
The Children
1 USED LESTER practice pia- p.m. and 753-6023 after five
and Grandchildren
1311A NI I's
,
no. $100.00. Call 753-4899 A-1-C p.m.
A-1-C
1-P
A First
NEW YORK (UPI) - University of Oregon won the first
NCAA basketball championship, played in 1939, by beating
Ohio State 46-33 at Evanston,

*de
Burosort,
100,Rent
WOW THE

Helped Hike
Marriage Rats
ST LOUIS (UPI) - JoAnn
and Joyce McClure, twin sisters, married men named Pace
'
and Walk
Indian Illiteracy
NEW DELHI (UPI) - In
spite of the government's allout efforts in education since
India gained independence in
1947, 70 per cent of the population is
America's first savings bank
-The Provident Institute of
Savings-opened in Boston in
1818.
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54-European
38-More crippled
55-Prohibit
41 -Meats
56-In1et
43 Nahoor sheep
sun
57Th.
------45-Pantry
59.Falsehood
deem
47 College
60-Before
(abbr.)
63-A continent
49-Residue
(abbr.)
52-Lucre

by Charles M. Schulz

MY BEACH
BALL!

DOROTHY EDEN'S new bestseller

YOU LET Aii.? BEACH BALL GET

AWAY! IT's 60NE 714AT BALL
WILL FLOAT CLEAR 10 HAWAII!

`ifiE VAM31

0 1947,
From the novel published by Coward -McCann, Inc. Copyright
1968 by Dorothy Wen. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
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0

Frue Dorothea's large moon- • rung feet, and a constant underCHAPTER 23
current of excited voices,
VIY HEART was beating con- stone eyes read my thoughts,
"It's nice having Maaneborg
look I had
cold
the
on
took
and
the
made
we
as
strictecily
so gay," I said.
well,
too
known
brought
that
road
the
tusn in
Birgittt nodded and smiled.
-Otto, I think. has taken
the castle into view. It seemed
see the Vi- and made an exclamation of
to
Bergson
Froken
now
ever
than
more impressive
she didn't admiration as she shook out my
that the surrounding trees held king graves, although
--•
woman party dress.
young
of
kind
the
seem
a
foliage,
only bright rags of
"That is pretty, froken.''
anin
interested
be
would
who
against
great rosy-red structure
"I'll look a bit better than I
Did you think so,
the gray sky. The lake, I no- tiquities.
the last time I was here.
did
Niels?"
Aticed, was like black glass, with
I
hope."
realized
I
shrugged.
Niels
""'a few sandy-colored reeds stickBirgitte shook her gray head.
thing had hapout of it. It looked wild that a strange
"That was bad. Bad."
pened. I had been drawn into
and melancholy.
-It was my own fault. I was
what had once been the enemy's
Anna began barking before
camp Otto was out climbing too trusting."he
moat.
the
we crossed
"J0. it is wrong to be that at
over the strange grave-mounds
bounded excitedly to welcome by the seashore with his next Maaneborg. froken," Birgitte
courtthe
entered
on as the car
victim "for victim I was sure said, then seemed afraid that
yard. Old Birgitte was cross- she would be--and I had to join she had been indiscreet. and,
stopped
and
ing the courtyard,
Frue Dorothea and Niels and busied herself with hanging up
to give a smile and a little Dinna in attempting to save her my clothes,
Dorothea.
curtsy. Then Frue
"There aretos many secrets."
from that fate.
Who must have been watching
Did they all know, secretly. I said. "And no one told me
for the car, came hurrying out, that Otto was mad? If they the truth."
her hands held out in. welcome. did, they should make it public
JP
I could read her facet, just as
"Luise, it is so nice to see knowledge, and protect other I had read Frue Dorothea's. She
YOU again!"
women. I saw that Dinna was was thinking that my curiosity
I believed she meant that, looking upset. and I put my had led to my downfall, and
that if I wanted to have a quiet
This reserved, cultivated woman arm around her waist.
and I could develop a great 1 ..Did you have a nice time in and peaceful time at Maaneborg,
I should mind my own business
sympathy, and this made it. the 'dopenhagen?"
"Were you here during the
more odd that she should have
Her face regained its liveliWar. Birgitte?"
so much disliked the thought of ness at once.
.,0h, yes. We stayed with
'We).''
my being her daughter-in-law.
had
Erik. He said it was sad _ I thought that answer was
Dinna
Onkel
nor
Niels
Neither
0
too citlickly to be the
udied Me what had happened you had to go back to London." made
-Sad? Had to? But he had truth. But the poor woman
regarding my investigations in
s° distressed that I had
'
Dragor. I am sure they were practically pushed me onto the- looked
to stop. It wasn't fair to upset
both being tactful, since the)' plane!
"Then perhaps he will be her tonight. We were all supmust have guessed I had met
and lightheartonly failure and humiliation. pleased I have come back." r posed to be gay
ed. Anyway, she probably
Now Frue Dorothea made no said lightly.
The three of them exchanged couldn't tell me much more. She
comment, either, but simply 1n6
to had told me enough, by her
_ me into tbe great room that glances, and Dinna began
alarm. already.
. looked Over the lake. A fire of giggle.
Then what should I do? Play
"But he doesn't know. We
'enormous logs was blazing. In
. it by ear, I supposed. Keep my
secret."
0tha summer, when the sun had have kept it a
"From your father, too?" I eyes open, seize opportunities,
.. streamed in, this room had still
get myself thrown in the moat
looked cold, but now it was alive said sharply.
Dinna looked distressed again. . . . I suddenly wondered where
- with the blaze of the fire, with
elderly man in the .dark
lamps burning, and great bowls Niels_said coldly, "Haven't you the
that my glasses had been going to on
oc-autumn leaves and hothouse made the discovery
He would this small island. Now, why
flowers. I fancied that the fig- father has no heart?
interested." should r have a feeling he would
'Ines in the tapeatriea and plc- 1 lustsirnolv not be
"Now he has his new woman," turn up again?
tUres movedin the flickering
I was looking out of the win said, and Frue Dorothea
Dinna
the
for
arrived
like
guests
light,
dow onto the moat that was
angry.
looked
party,
"I don't like to hear,you talk black, except for patches Where
• ,''How good of you to be still
trig
in. that flippant way. Dinna. light streaming from uncursaid.
thea
',11r fr.ienct,' Frue-Doro
why don't you...teas Luise tamed windows shone on the
Now
gee"
-Thia Is ii very getter0118
to her room? She would like to water. I thought I had heard
!riire you have made.".
bath and rest, I am a scream
"Oh, no, I wanted to come, have a
It must have' been a water
party begins at seven
It was for my pleasure. Where sure. The
with drinks in here bird calling. It wasn't a trapped
Is everybody? Dinna says you thirty, Luise,
the conservatory, hare because - that kind of
have millions of people here.- and dancing in
also, to invite any scream was high and human.
'Everybody, to me. meant We decided,ladies w ho are
able like a child's. ...This sound had
or the old
•
Otto and .Erik. Frue Dorothea
to come to the party. It isn't been deeper, more prolonged. It
guessed this quickly enough,
have an x excitement. wasn't repeated. And, with my
"Erik has taken a party out often they
be plenty of nose flattened against the win.a._ ',ging. They will be hack But there will
dowpane. I was impatient with
people to dance:"
e,
g..,
entiy. Liselotte is upstairs young
castle was full of life, I myself for getting so quickly
With. the other girls. I think ' The
my old room affected by the shivery atmo:he wotiki like .to dress for the had been given
have Bir- sphere of Maaneborg.
, vening, before she meets you. and 'was- pleased to
for me. As a
She is anxious to make a good gitte unpacking
background to her conversation.
LUIfic shire.% a confrontsIropression. She thinks that
limited to words she 1 lion ssith Otto.
%thee you come from London. which was
•
.
i
hear
could
I
English.
YOU must be very sophisticated.' knew in
(7oottittoord Tani"!,r_roui I
of laughter and run-' en) B.
snatches
•And Otto?
•
i ronyrieht • left 196S tiT. Datrithy e)o)a.
-McCann Ii,
•
Fr.mi ;lie novel publi,Thiid by Coward by Itu;i4 noilire.. isiomyi..
b
Doiribilt.-.1

by Ernie Busluniller
Nancy

HOLES IN MY SCREEN-LL PATCH IT UP WITH
TAPE

WHERE
ARE ALL
THESE
BUGS
COMINGFROM ?

by R. Van Buren

N Slats
Abbie'

WHAT'S THE NAME OF
THE TOWN YOU'RE GOING
To WORK IN, 8RETA 2

ANY IDEA OF MISS
BRETA WALKER'S
AGE, MR HARPY?

YCI./ THINK
1DU'RE READY,
DEAR 2

CRABTREE CORNERS,
MOTHER. ITS QUITE SMALL. ,
BUT THEY SEEM ANXIOUS TO
HAVE A SCHOOL. PSYCHOLOGiST.
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IT ADDRESSED To'MIGHTY
WARRIOR WMI COURA61
OF ROACH AND ea3Cri
OF ANT"=-??-!!15 NICE TO GET MAIL!!

'IF NOU MEETINIG
TRADITIONAL

"I APPLYING FOR PERMANENT
POSITION AS WIFE. IF
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[ Hospital Report

Rust Damage to Autos
Costs $5 Billion a Year

The
Sour
In

a,

!

93
Census - Adults
ulyn n, 1 6
Census - Nujrse

Puryear,
McNair,
James
James Walker, Beale HoTenn
•
I
would bother to Go.
By DAVID W. CHUTE
tel, Murray; Charles Lents, 202
All in all, however, the case 1 14th Street. Benton; Richard
DETROIT 4 UPI)-Rust, the
for rustproofing, or undercoat- Layman, 1627 Miller Ave., Mur
destructive demon of all things
ing in areas where the rusting
a
metal,
takes
fearful
Mrs. Clara Pierce, Route 3,
made of
Is not such an acute problem. niy.
toll on automobiles every year. is one of more credits than /3enton, Mrs. Lula Hodges, 603
The U.S. Department of debits and should be a good Meadow Lane, Murray; Mrs.
Commerce sets the annual loss investment for the average mo- Lola Parrish, Box 15, Dexter;
at $5 billion dollars. Every torist
Mrs. Elizabeth Mae Blum, Rt.
year. thousands of cars still in
e. Murray; George Wofford,
good mechanical conditaan. are Goes 'Noy Back
Route 5, Murray; Clarence A
junked because their bodies
NEW YORK , UPI ,-A can - Morgan. R,oute I, Murray.,
are tattered from corrosion. MR of a man's head on an obDismissals
Millions of others bring a low- long limestone pebble found reOrville Hendricks, Route 2,
each
or
resale value
er trade-in
cently in Afghanistan is thi: Hazel; Corns Jones, Route 3,
year because rust spots are be- oldest known sculpture in Asia
Murray; Mrs. Donna Shepard,
body
ginning to flake the
and one of the oldest art ob- Route 1, Murray; Miss Brenda
paint.
jects ever found anywhere, l'sce, 203 E. Maple, Murray;
The destruction of cars says its finder. Louis Dupree, in Mrs. Patricia Jones and baby
through corrosion is particu- a magazine published by the
girl, Route 1, Hardin; Everett
tar!v noticeable in the hard- American Museum of Natural
2nd Street,
%Intel areas where salt is used History The caning, 2'2 inch- Perry, 500 South
on roads to melt the snow. But es high by 1 1 4 inches wide, ha, Murray; Charlie A. Clark, 719
it's also prevalent in coastal been dated at approximately Sycamore Street, Murray; Mrs.
Lee McMullins, 217 Spruce St.,
areas where salt spray from 20,000 BC
Murray; James Alvin Downs
the oceans carries fine salt par(Expired), 609 Sycamore Ave.,
ak..TVA First
ticles into the air.
TUPELO. Miss. UPI)-The Murray.
For a number of years, there
haie
been
undercoatings rs e ec rica con ract by a efts
availabte to help retard this for . power furnished by the'Government- Redwoods
Valley
Authority
rusting. But they were not Tennessee
SAN FRANCISCO UPI , wholly satisfactory. They are was signed here in 1933. The The Journal of Forestry reheavy. They have an asphalt Contract went into effect the ports the federal government
base which tends to dry out. followini year.
()ails about 14 per cent of the
separate from the metal surtorest acreage where coast
face and leave pockets where Hose Hint
ood - trees grow.
SAN FRANCISCO UP!'-A
the corrosi‘ e salts and other
hose
radiator
that
become,
chemicals can collect.
There are about 250 Indian
ecause of :c,ervations in the United
In recent years. however, spongy
lengthy
contact
with
hot
water
states.
new materials have been developed which come much may cause the car engine to
closer to deserving the title of overheat, says the California
State Automobile Association
"rustproofIng."
,

Rkiry tee Tucker Kidney Route One wen this trawls
ter radio at the Calloway County Fair last week. Pictured aro
Joe Doran, manager of Leech's Music and TV vrhe pave the
transistor end Miss Debbie Esinsonik, 10611 Fair Queen,

omething to do with status
envy and things like that. In
,one study in Boston, 90 of 200
-Sympath_
men with pregnant wives deve
loped pregnancy symptoms. It's
not a rare thing."
'then the psychiatrist asks
Ethel if Harry was raised in a
fatherless home.
"Yes, but how did you know,"
she answers.
"One research team has found
By PATRICIA MCCORMACK
be a possible
NEW YORK (L-P1 , - Every. father-absence to
pregnancy
fik-tor
producing
time this man knows the stork's
symptoms in men," the doctor
,
marthis
over
flapping wings
'told her.
gaged cottage. he gets sick.
These are substances which.
" -Ethel said,
'You mean.
No.....fever or nippy-floppy
"Harry's probably just as nor- when sprayed on correctly, stay
The State Flower of Nev,
heart beats. Just morning sick-.:
maanlvas other men who get preg- sticky and cling closely to the Mexico is the yucca
n
ness. You know the kind hisi
hidden metal surfaces, prepregnant .wife gets.
: "Who get pregnancy symp- venting the dissolving salts
Not only that. He wakes up
just the symptoms," the from attacking the metal.
and-c'nis."
in the middle of the night
Undercoating can be applied
corrected.
sychiatrist
fairly easily and requires no
craves strawberry yogurt with
envy
status
the
to
According
technical skill. But rustproofcorn flakes or a catsup coated
I
a oa
R LEN'S*, POSS
' hypothesis, children envy the trig takes longer,
ger. requires more
dill pickle.
any
or
household
the
of
head
&boat
skill,
the
night
and
proper
tools
to
each
He does this
to--lies - at he r _person ._WAQ ..,01311'9,1sthe
wants of the child.
It also costs about twice as
delicate condition, suddenly
The child identifies and acts much as undercoating - for
hungers for either peau pods
like that person thinking that the average car between $50
or sweet and sour pork or
he, too, can become a person to • and $75.
other
plus
soup
• bird's nest
resources the child
control
Pays Off
Chinese dishes.
as love, food. powsuch
seeks,
kinda
But it pays off in preserving
The wife thinks it's
er.
cars longer, giving the car a
zute about her husband.
But now in the household higher resale value at turn-in
-Out of sympathy, Harry gets
beabsent
is
father
the
here
time, or keeping the car in
morning sickness and food
cause of death, divorce, or bus driveable condition and apcravings just like me." she tells
iness. the male child is likely pearance over a longer period
her mother. her mother-in-law,
to learn to act like his mother. of its mechanical life.
,the mailman, the meter-reader Later in life, when the young
Rustproofing concerns now
forth II•sessocces Sweatt*,
II S
and everybody else she sees.
male discovers the rule defined make studies of cars each year
will soon be beaming sensors TV
"It's the least I can do," liar
for men by society he may have as new models are made by the
cameras and X say infrared
rY says.
probes towaro forth Berortsts will
difficulty adjusting.
company, and they blueprint
Not So "Cute"
,ncluclis forest and crop growth
Concluto
coming
Research
skips
rote fish mower...fits rnirsisral lo
the undersides of them. They
Well. Ethel his wife
sions along this line was supcahoots 'as.,? migrations and a,'
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